1. What is fetal alcohol syndrome?
2. What is “assimilation” and “accommodation” according to Piaget?
3. At what age is nearly 80% of brain growth completed by?
4. At what age do most children walk?
5. How many words does a child know by age 3?
6. How about as a high school graduate?
7. List the four stages as described by Piaget, in order, and name three important things about each one.
8. What are the three levels of moral development as described by Kohlberg and name what children base their decisions on at each level?
9. Why was Gilligan critical of Kohlberg’s research?
10. In what two critical ways did Erik Erikson differ from Freud in his theory of development?
11. Name three ways in which cross-sectional and longitudinal research differ?
12. Name and briefly describe the four different parenting styles as described in class.
13. What are the five stages of grieving as described by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross?
14. Who were the “baby psychologists” and how were they different than their predecessors? (2 pts)
15. What is basis of human growth and development? Explain your answer.
16. What did Harry Harlow study in his research with rhesus monkeys?
17. What is a schema?
18. Name the 8 stages of development according to Erikson; list the age ranges, and what successful completion of each stage results in. If it helps you can draw a table and fill it in. (10 pts possible) (Use the back of the sheet)